Statement of Purpose

I, Student Name I am currently living with my parents in Bharuch – Gujarat . About my educational
background I finished my 10th grade in year 2018 and completed my 12th grade in 2020,
unfortunately I could not clear it in my first attempt, so I had to re appear for one subject in August
and was able to clear fully in the month of August 2020. Due to reappearing the exam my score was
not as per my expectation and I was disappointed. As I wanted to study my bachelors abroad the
score I received thought won’t be as per the university requirement. But on doing my research about
university of UK I came to know that there are many university who do offer courses to student who
have a low score , and I came across the foundation courses provided by universities , were by
learning few extra module a student can do his/her bachelors via pathway course. I was very happy.
My parent played a very important role in my life and they never let me down they gave me hope
and help me search options for my abroad studies I was all set and up for my dream, and as we say “
WERE THERE IS A WILL THERE IS A WAY” .
Why UK?
Universities of UK are renowned for their high standard of academic. Compare to other countries its
very reasonable to live in and the education is not so cost effective. Atmosphere in UK is very multi
cultured people from across the world come UK for studies; the country accepts people from all cast
and creed, UK being the popular destination for study in students it gives a lot of positivity to
student that they will be able to fulfil their dreams of studying abroad and develop a standard level
of skills and gather the most updated knowledge about their education they wish to have. The
degree earned from UK University is globally recognised by government, university and employers.
Why London Metropolitan University?
After the research on university I did I came across London Metropolitan University, the university
has rich history and strong educational roots. They support students in all aspects of their life and
encourage through the excellent services they provide a Superb, modern facilities across all our
subject areas, Study skills development, Career and job-seeking guidance, Health and wellbeing
services, Personal tutors and many more. The Holloway campus has developed into a modern
campus over the pass 100 year. This campus began in 1896 as the northern polytechnic
institute.
Why Bsc Biomedical Science with Foundation?
As I am a student from Science background I wanted to study in the relevant field where I can
explore in debt about the core subjects regarding biomedical science, This course come with few
extra modules with the foundation year were I will be taught few extra module, of basis of subject
which would be later on taught in debt during the main course. The Foundation year will prepare me
for the undergraduate level. This course will help me understand the molecules, structure, system
and process that underpin normal cells tissue and body functions. Once I complete the foundation
year I will join the other students for the three year course. This course will me teach me the
functions on an advance level which would be in benefit for me to serve my home country with
advance knowledge.

Future Plans:
After finishing my degree I shall come back to my home country and will apply in Hospitals and will
find a suitable job as per my studies in hospital labs, specialised laboratory work and medical
research centres. And I am sure my study will help me to serve the institute with my advance and
updated method of working and I will get success in my career.
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